The Indian Society of Periodontology (ISP) is one of the fastest growing dental specialty societies in India and has even had the distinction of being one of the highest tax paying one last year. Since its inception in the mid-seventies the ISP has grown with leaps and bounds, witnessing an exponential rise in membership strength over the last decade. This has coincided with the start of post-graduation programs in most of the private dental colleges across the country.

Our society is primarily a scientific body, concerned chiefly with the advancement of the art and science of Periodontology within its members, and to promote the importance and practice of oral hygiene amongst the general population. To attain the first objective we convene scientific programs at periodic intervals at conveniently located places. The science is also propagated through the publications of the ISP.

We started off with the Annual National Conference and a Bulletin; and with the advent of associate members, the Annual PG Workshop (later termed Convention). The bulletin gave way to the Journal of ISP (JISP) which became a bi-monthly PubMed indexed journal with an ever increasing impact factor. Multiple scientific symposia like Integrate and Colloquium were added along with PG Student specific programs like Sameeksha (Rapid Revision) and Parichay (Introduction to PG). So now the calendar is ISP is fully loaded with scientific events.

This brings me to the question I asked at the very beginning "Are we heading in the right direction?"

With growing numbers of associate members (PG students) amongst our ranks, it is they who have become the mainstay of all delegations as they outnumber the life members by about 10:1 at the scientific programs. It is no surprise that we have now developed scientific programs and lectures to suit their needs and which are tailored to match their competency. Not only the national speakers, but the invited international faculty also speak in a language that can be understood by the students. It is ironic that in spite of this they have to be coerced (by DCI/College/Department) or lured (by the touristy venues) to attend the programs.

With so much focus on PGs have we forgotten the core of our society; the life members. Why would academicians pay through their nose (given the fees for these events) to attend a meeting that is not catered to their level of expertise? And why would a clinician participate in congregation that does not have a take-home message which can be implemented in practice the very next day?

Are we, as a society, forgetting our main aim which is to propagate the advances of our science, and instead revisiting its basics? The dwindling numbers at the scientific deliberations is a growing testimony to the fact that we seem to have lost our way! While adding so much scientific ammunition to our armory have we forgotten to check if we are firing live rounds or duds?

So let me ask you once again, "Are we heading in the right direction?"
